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As an investigation into the demand chain between print providers, advertising agencies,
and corporate marketing executives, this thesis focuses on printer selection and use of the
personalization capabilities ofprint by advertising agencies. A longer length of
relationship among companies allows for long term bonds and repeat business, which
may decrease an agency's willingness to seek out new relationships with print providers
who have new technology available. Likewise, available technology is limited by an
agency's number of print providers and their associated printing technologies.
This thesis' work began as an investigation into the relationship between advertising
agencies and print providers, which is a larger part of the demand chain between
corporate marketing executives, advertising agencies, and print providers. A survey for
advertising agencies was developed after preliminary interviews with the three elements
of the demand chain. This survey was conducted over the phone with the 250
respondents; the data from the survey was analyzed for overall frequency and was then
used to test this
thesis' hypotheses.
The nature of the advertising agencies, as defined for the purposes of this thesis, falls
into categories that resulted from the medians of the independent variables of length of
relationship and number ofprinters. An agency's length of relationship with its print
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providers is mediated by its satisfaction with them. A satisfied agency continues with its
current relationships; an unsatisfied agency seeks out new relationships that will result in
satisfaction. An agency pursuing a new relationship with a print provider may seek out
new technology that a previous relationship did not offer. An agency's number ofprinters
is mediated by the type and amount of technology necessary to complete an agency's
print jobs. Agencies with a higher number of printers work with a potentially larger base
of technology; agencies with a lower number ofprinters work with a potentially smaller
base of technology.
From the survey results, it was found that the median length of relationship between
agencies and their print providers was seven years. The median number ofprint providers
an agency worked with was five. Based on these results, the advertising agencies that
responded to the survey were placed into one of four categories. A diagram of these
categories can be seen below in Figure 1 .
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1. Agency categories
These categories were used to test the hypotheses: 1) the importance of criteria for
printer selection will vary by the nature of the agency due to the agency's satisfaction
with its print providers and exposure to technology; 2) agencies having a relationship
with printers lasting seven or more years and working with four or fewer printers
("category 1") will rank the importance of technology in printer selection lower than will
agencies having a relationship with printers lasting six or fewer years and working with
five or more printers ("category 2"). This will be based on category 1 's low exposure to
technology; 3) category 1 agencies will rank the importance of geographic proximity in
printer selection higher than will category 2 agencies due to a high satisfaction with print
providers; and 4) category 1 agencies will use less digital printing in their advertising
campaigns than will category 2 agencies due to a low exposure to technology.
The hypotheses tested in the course of this work were not supported. Printer selection
by advertising agencies does not vary significantly according to the categories of
agencies determined by length of relationship and number ofprinters. In addition,
category 1 agencies show a higher use ofvariable data and personalization than category
2 agencies. However, these category 1 agencies do not show a significantly higher use of
digital printing technology than category 2 agencies, which is often necessary for creating
personalized and variable documents. This discrepancy warrants further study of the print
provider population. Overall, an agency's number ofprinters and length of relationship
with those printers does not affect the agency's print selection or use ofvariable data;





Digital color technology and its use in variable data printing and target marketing
campaigns has not yet been fully utilized. The relationship between printer, advertising
agency, and corporate marketing executive - a demand chain that could see the
importance of such technology - is not clearly understood. The use ofvariable data and
personalization by advertising agencies as well as the role of technology in printer
selection is not clear. Understanding the printer selection process is one of the first steps
in understanding the interaction between the printer and advertising agency elements of
the demand chain in question.
Background and Present Significance
Printers who adopted digital color early faced problems in educating the agency market
about the technology since price and experience were barriers to its use. The lack of
understanding about the relationships between the printer, advertising agency, and
corporate marketing executive result in marketing communication decisions that are not
working to full potential; a clear definition of this demand chain will allow for marketing
communications and relationships between the three groups to be handled in a manner
that results in more productive interaction between the three parties. Defining the
interaction between the three groups will also allow for knowledge ofhow variable
data/target marketing campaigns can be most effectively produced using digital color.
The process ofprinter selection by advertising agencies and the role that technology
plays in the selection process is an important piece in the demand chain. Once the
importance of factors in the printer selection process are understood, further work can be
done to determine whether technology is an important factor when advertising agencies
select printers. In addition, the demand begins with corporate marketing executives. For
the purposes of this thesis, the link between the advertising agency and print provider is
being studied (see Figure 1.2). The link between the corporate marketing executive and








Figure 1.2. The demand chain illustrated.
Reasons for Interest
What is the role of selection of the print provider by the advertising agency? Specifically,
what is the advertising agency's view of the importance of technology in the selection
process, as well as their use of the technology? Once the criteria of selection between the
firms in the demand chain can be established, the relationship can be utilized in order to
make the demand chain more functional and more profitable.
Chapter II
Theoretical Basis of Study and Review of the Literature
Introduction
The demand chain between printers, advertising agencies, and corporate marketing
executives has not yet been well studied in the literature. The manner in which this
demand chain functions is essential in determining how digital color and variable data
printing can be better implemented and utilized. The demand chain between print
providers, advertising agencies, and corporate marketing executives falls under the
definition of a vertical market network (also known as marketing channel networks).
These marketing channel networks involve "a division of function among alliance
partners . . . [where] product and production criteria are enhanced to specialist levels of
(Achrol, 1997, p. 65). This type of network is a functional alliance rather
than strategic, and it brings specialized firms together into exchange
relationships.1
In order to understand how printer selection in this demand chain functions, and how
the advertising agency's use of digital color and variable data printing technology plays
into this selection, the relationship between printer selection and technology must be
understood, as must the technology's past, present, and immediate future.
The definition ofvariable data printing and its constituent technology will be
explained; an understanding of the topic of variable data allows for a survey of its
introduction and current and predicted future use as well the barriers seen in its
implementation. The importance of length of relationship and the influence of the number
ofprinters on both printer selection and technology use will then be examined along with
print provider selection criteria.
Variable Data Printing Technology Defined
An understanding of the demand chain and its utilization of a certain type of technology
requires the definition of the technology itself. Digital printing, as defined by the Digital
Printing Council, consists ofprocesses that are non-impact (such as electrophotography
and inkjet printing), where "the imaging device never comes in contact with the printed
media"
and can "dynamically vary the printed image during the course of a print run"
(Interquest, 2001, p. 2). This definition, therefore, excludes lithography, flexography,
screen printing, and gravure, as these processes involve impact between the imaging
device and the substrate and cannot print variable data. Digital printers fall into four
categories: "personal and network printers, digital copiers (copier/printers), black-and-
white production printers, and digital
presses"(Interquest, 2001, p. 2). There are three
different types of variable data: versioning or customization, mail merge, and one-to-one
marketing. Versioning, as a batch operation, does not require a digital printer, and can be
used to print different brochures for different geographic locations, for example. Mail
merge applications change the name and address to match the document's recipient, but
the other contents in the document remain static; this can be accomplished using inkjet
printers. One-to-one marketing, or personalization, is the most complicated of the
variable data applications. Text, graphics, and design can change depending on a
customer's preferences and information as found in a database. Personalization requires
digital devices that are capable of full variability; the majority of personalized
communications involve color. One-to-one marketing applications have received the
most publicity out of the variable data printing processes and are generally seen to yield
the highest return rates in targeted campaigns (Interquest, 2001, p. 19).2
Demand for Variable Data Initially Low
The introduction of digital color printing did not see a flurry of activity related to the new
technology. According to the 1997 Economic Census, "digital printing"(NAICS code
3231 15) accounted for 387 of the 42,916 establishments involved in "printing and related
support
activities"(NAICS code 323). At the time, digital printing accounted for one
percent of the establishments in NAICS, with the value of its shipments worth
$405,975,704.
3 The results of this census arrived seven years after the introduction of the
first digital copier by Xerox in 1990; by 1997, no major inroads had been made by the
available digital devices. Lisa Cross, in a 1998 article, stated that printers purchasing the
early digital devices never saw a sudden demand for their printed products. "The thinking
was that the types of customized products these presses could produce - printed pieces
for a single reader - would ignite explosive demand. Unfortunately, large-scale demand
never materialized; indeed, one could say there wasn't even a flicker of demand for such
printed (1998, p. 89). Cross continues to offer reasons for the lack of demand
for variably printed products, centering mainly on the printer's inability or lack of
knowledge about promoting digital printing and the capabilities their new devices
offered. The potential markets open to digital presses, without knowledge of the
capability of the devices, could not seek to use digital printing in their marketing
campaigns. Cross offers a method ofpromoting digital devices: show product samples,
exhibit the product to a large audience at a trade show or education seminar, and obtain
media
coverage.4
Variable Data Awareness and Use Today
Today, use and knowledge ofboth digital color and variable data printing has increased,
and the ability of a printer to produce digitally printed variable data documents has
become more important. A CAP Ventures and WhatTheyThink February 2002 survey of
print buyers found that 46 percent of those surveyed were "very or extremely
interested"
in digital printing and print on demand. On demand printing had the highest level of
interest among the print buyers surveyed, with an interest level of 3.3 (out of five).
Personalization - "variable data printing of text and
images"
- had an interest rating of
2.7. Larger print buyers, however, had an interest rating of 3.2 in
personalization.5
A July 2001 WhatTheyThink survey of 255 print buyers found that only 21 percent
use variable data print in their business, but of those who do not use variable data printing
(71 percent), 61 percent would consider using the technology. Large buyers are more
likely to have used variable data print, with 39 percent of those spending over $500,000
annually using variable data printing.
Of initiatives available from primary print providers, a March 2002 WhatTheyThink
survey ofprint buyers found that on demand printing and fulfillment had a value rating of
3.2 (out of 5); "providing better prices and delivery times based on [the] commitment for
minimum annual print
volume"had the highest value rating at 3.7. Large print buyers
value the initiatives of on demand printing and fulfillment offered in the survey more
highly than do smaller print buyers, as larger print buyers will receive a larger benefit
from implementing such initiatives. Larger print customers (those spending $250,000 or
more on print annually) rated on demand printing higher than did smaller print
customers; the larger print buyers rated on demand printing with a value of 3.5.
Variable Data's Future
According to some recent studies, the future use of digital color and variable data
printing technology is predicted to be much brighter than the use of the technology in the
past. According to the DPC White Paper on Digital PrintingMarket Potential, "half the
buyers and providers surveyed believe variable-data printing is important or very
important today, and over 80% believe it will be important or very important over the
next fiveyears"(Interquest, 2001, p. 20). Many of the print providers that reported
owning digital equipment said that less than 1 0% of their customers buy variable data
printing. The printers see databases as the major roadblock to variable-data use, while
buyers "feel that selling the value of variable-data printing, technical issues, and cost are
more
important" (Interquest, 2001, p. 20). Half the printers and the majority of the direct
marketers surveyed said that customer demand provided the impetus for the adoption of
variable print, with word ofmouth and direct sales providing the promotion. Corporate
print buyers, however, "rely on internal resources such as purchasing
departments" for
variable data promotion (Interquest, 2001, p. 20). Digital print providers see 37 percent of
their color printing sales volume from variable data, while print buyers predict a more
conservative estimate of 29 percent. The industries most involved in using variable data
print today are "financial, education, retail, utilities, real estate, travel, automotive, direct
mail, health care, and
pharmaceutical"(Interquest, 2001, p. 20). An Interquest estimation
currently counts variable data as producing 8 percent of the impressions produced on
digital presses; this number is expected to rise to 25 percent by 2004.
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Although interest in and use of variable data by print buyers has increased, the
application has not yet reached its full potential. Variable data knowledge is still lacking
in some markets, as print buyers have not been educated to the technology's applications.
The print providers may lack the knowledge of the process of promoting a new
technology and may also not fully understand the capabilities of the printing device.
Without education and technological awareness, the interest in variable data will remain
interest and curiosity instead of resulting in use of the technology. Many of the pieces of
the variable data puzzle, including the databases, RIPs, printers, and interfaces, are new
technologies in this context, and without all of these pieces reliably functioning together,
variable data cannot see widespread, consistent use.
Importance ofLength ofRelationship
An agency's length of relationship with a print provider, as it relates to printer selection
and technology use, is mediated by the agency's satisfaction with their print providers.
An advertising agency that is satisfied with its current print provider relationships and the
technology they use will continue in these relationships and maintain the use of their
current printing technology. Agencies who have long relationships with their print
providers may continue these relationships because of the geographic proximity of the
print providers, as local print providers may provide faster service and turnaround time.
If, however, the agency is not satisfied with the current relationships with its print
providers, new relationships may be sought. The printer selection process will attempt to
avoid the problems ofpast relationships; in addition, agencies may feel free to pursue
new technologies with their new print providers.
The length of relationship between a print provider and an advertising agency client
has not yet been studied in the literature; however, the length of relationship among
computer and electronic product manufacturers and their value channel suppliers and
retail channel suppliers has been reviewed in a VARBusiness study. Seventy-eight
percent of customers in the study had a relationship with theirmain value channel
supplier formore than three years, "underscoring the importance of repeat business and
the need for long term
bonds" (p. 29). In addition, two thirds of the customers in the
study had a relationship with their retail channel supplier that lasted more than three
years.9A study of the wholesale industry and its major suppliers found that "the attitude
and perspective toward the long term is more important than merely long-standing
relationships"(p. 32) and that "long term orientation is much more important [than
relationship length] because it significantly influences . . .
behavior" (Lusch & Brown,
2000, p. 32).10
Advertising agency selection criteria varies between the clients and the agencies
themselves; in a 1986 study, Cagley found that both agencies and their clients found
account responsibility among those working for the agency and "agency business and
management
skills" (Lichenthal & Shani, 2000, p. 214) as important selection criteria.
Agencies placed a greater importance on criteria related to relationship than did clients;
clients, however, found "marketing related services"(Lichenthal & Shani, 2000, p. 214)
provided by agencies more important than did the agencies. Other selection criteria
varied between agency and advertising client; both must work together in order to obtain
a mutually beneficial and satisfying relationship. In addition, the role of creativity is often
viewed differently between agency and advertiser, which can serve as a point of conflict
in the agency selection process. Communication and understanding between agency and
client often serves as the backbone of the relationship deriving from the agency selection
process.
Relationship retention in agency and advertiser relationships results when agencies
create campaigns "that generate sales, [are] compatible with client objectives, and the
[agency is close] to their
business" (Lichenthal & Shani, 2000, p. 214). Relationships end
when an agency fails to succeed in one ormore of these three aspects. Clients also end
relationships with agencies if it appears that the energy and attention given to the
advertiser's campaign is less than that of other advertisers. Creative skills, which the
10
agency may overemphasize, have less importance over time: these skills are necessary to
win the campaign initially, but decrease in importance as time progresses. Clients
involved in major campaigns often remain with large agencies because performance
drops in a campaign's effectiveness can sometimes be balanced by a replacement of the
creative team. Agencies see a change in client policy as the major factor in the
breakdown of a relationship whereas clients see agency performance failure as the most
important factor (Lichtenthal & Shani, 2000, p. 214-215).
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A relationship's end can be caused by several factors; generally, a relationship
continues when both parties involved are satisfied with the results of the relationship and
do not believe that better results will occur in a relationship with another party.
Influence ofNumber ofPrinters
An agency's number ofprinters, as it relates to printer selection and technology use, is
mediated by the type and amount ofprinting technology necessary to complete an
agency's print jobs. Agencies with a larger number ofprinters have a theoretically higher
exposure to printing technologies than do agencies using a smaller number of print
providers. Agencies with a higher number of printers may employ specialized printers for
jobs involving screen printing or variable data, for example. This may increase the
importance of technology in the printer selection process for these agencies; in addition,
it may create an increased use of technology due to the agency's exposure and
knowledge.
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AWhatTheyThink survey of 97 print buyers found that those buyers work with an
average of 5.6 printers, with nearly 40 percent working with five or more print providers
and only 5 percent working with a single print services provider. Companies that spend
upwards of $1 million on print annually work with 8.7 print providers, on average;
companies that spend less on print annually work with a smaller number ofprinters.
If the length of relationship trends seen above among the computing and wholesale
industries hold true for other industries, then the majority of advertising agencies studied
should tend toward relationships with their print providers that last longer than three
years. In addition, most of the large advertising agencies that spend more on print will
work with a larger number ofprinters; smaller advertising agencies that spend less on
print will work with fewer printers, as can be seen above.
Print Provider Selection Criteria
Relationships with print providers are generally established using an agency's printer
selection criteria. Price and quality are well documented as the most important factors;
however, both geographic proximity and technological ability (the dependent variables in
this research) are also factors considered in the process of printer selection. An agency's
print provider selection criteria may be influenced by their satisfaction with their print
providers (which determines length of relationship with these print providers) as well as
their exposure to technology (which is based upon number ofprinters the agency uses). A
longer length of relationship among companies allows for long term bonds and repeat
business, which may decrease an agency's willingness to seek out new relationships with
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print providers who have new technology available. Likewise, available technology is
limited by an agency's number ofprint providers and their associated printing
technologies.
In a May 2001 survey of 1059 print buyers, WhatTheyThink.com found that quality
was the most important factor to consider when selecting a printer, at 66 percent of
respondents. Price was second at 27 percent, and speed was last among those surveyed at
7 percent. The same survey found that 20 percent of those print buyers surveyed used an
outside vendor for purchasing digital and variable data printing (promotional products
were the top service that those surveyed selected at 20 percent). Of those manufacturers
surveyed, 59 percent were unwilling to consider a print service provider outside of their
immediate area. Of advertising agencies who responded to
WhatTheyThink.com'
s 2001
Print Buyer Intelligence Report, 74 percent said quality was the most important in print
service provider selection, and 5 1 percent would consider using the services of a print
vendor outside their immediate area. Advertising agencies are also the top buyers ofprint
services, with 32 percent spending over $500,000 dollars
annually.15
A January 2003 survey of 75 to 100 print buyers found that 3 1 percent use a mix of
digital printing technology (print on demand) and offset while 1 1 percent use print on
demand technology almost exclusively. Respondents believe that 61 percent ofbrochures
and sales collateral, 31 percent of direct mail (not including catalogues), and 16 percent
of catalogues could benefit from print on demand
technology.16
Price and quality are, then, the ultimate deciding factors in the process ofprinter
selection; however, there are other factors to consider when selecting a printer. If an
13
advertising agency wants to produce sales collateral with variable data elements, the
technology that the printer has available is important. Approximately half of advertising
agencies who responded to WhatTheyThink.com's 2001 Print Buyer Intelligence Report
are willing to use print providers outside their immediate area; they do not consider
geographic proximity to be a factor in their decision about a print provider. The
percentage ofprint buyers using digital printing technology exclusively is still small. It
remains to be shown how agencies view the print provider selection process; their views
on the importance of print provider's technology and geographic proximity have yet to be
documented in the literature. In addition, the agency's use of digital technology is also an
important part of this research.
Conclusion
In the literature, the specific demand chain between printer, advertising agency, and
corporate marketing executive has yet to be studied. Although the future of digital color
and variable data printing technology is continually predicted, the importance of
technology in printer selection, technology knowledge level of the advertising agencies,
and geographic proximity of the printer to the agency have yet to be examined; this study
proposes to find the importance of technology and geographic proximity in the process of
printer selection while determining the difference between advertising agencies in terms
of length of relationship and number of printers.
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The hypotheses set forth in this thesis were derived from the initial print provider and
advertising agency interviews. The hypotheses were tested using the responses of the
advertising agencies who answered the phone survey (available in Appendix B); these
agencies were split into groups according to the survey responses given. The first three
hypotheses concern the factors involved in an agency's print provider choice, while the
fourth hypothesis pertains to an agency's use of digital printing. There are a number of
terms used in the hypotheses; these are defined below, and the hypotheses follow.
Definition ofAdvertising Agency Groups
Loyalists are defined as those advertising agencies which have long relationships (seven
or more years) with a small number of printers (four or less). Innovators are defined as
those advertising agencies which have short relationships (six or fewer years) with a large
number ofprinters (five or more).
Agencies that do not fall into one of the two above categories will be known as either
high extremists or low extremists. High extremist agencies are defined as those
advertising agencies which have longer relationships (seven or more years) with a large
number ofprinters (five or more). Low extremist agencies are defined as those
17
advertising agencies which have shorter relationships (six or fewer years) with a small
number ofprinters (four or less). For a visual representation of the agency groups, see
Figure III.3 below. It is predicted that innovators will find technological ability of a
printer more important than will loyalists; loyalists will find geographic proximity of a
printer more important than will innovators. Innovators, as predicted, will have a higher
use of variable data personalization technology than will loyalists. Innovators, with a
shorter length of relationship and higher number ofprint providers, will not be
constrained to maintain a long relationship, and will thus be free to pursue new
technologies. Loyalists, with a longer length of relationship and a fewer number of print
providers, will be more inclined to maintain relationships and will use the technology that
the print providers make available. This is based on the assumption that the printers
working with the loyalists have a mix of technology that is not changing considerably
over time (see page 11, "Influence ofNumber ofPrinters").
If the innovators find the print provider's technological ability more important
than do the loyalists and the
innovators'
use of variable data is higher, then the
differences between these two groups can be more fully explored in order to determine
how variable data utilization among loyalist advertising agencies can be increased as well
as how the findings can be used to educate other industries.
18
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Rank the importance of technology in
printer selection lower than do
innovators due to a low exposure to
technology.
Rank the importance of geographic
proximity in print selection higher
than do innovators due to a high
satisfaction with print providers.
Use less digital printing in their
advertising campaigns than do
innovators due to a low exposure to
technology .
Innovators:
Rank the importance of technology in
printer selection higher than do
loyalists due to a high exposure to
technology.
Rank the importance of geographic
proximity in print selection lower than
do loyalists due to a low satisfaction
with print providers.
Use more digital printing in their
advertising campaigns than do loyalists
due to a high exposure to technology.
Figure III.3. Relationship between loyalists and innovators illustrated.
Hypothesis I
The importance of criteria for printer selection will vary by the nature of the agency due
to the agency's satisfaction with its print providers and the technology used in the
production of its print jobs.
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Hypothesis II
Loyalists will rank the importance of technology in printer selection lower than will the
innovators due to a low exposure to technology.
Hypothesis III
Loyalists will rank the importance of geographic proximity in printer selection higher
than will the innovators due to a high satisfaction with print providers.
Hypothesis IV
Loyalists will use less digital printing in their advertising campaigns than will the





A preliminary pilot study in upstate NY among printers, agencies, and corporate
marketing executives was conducted. These initial interviews allowed for the
development of a survey of the marketing communications process with the advertising
agency and corporate marketing executive segments of the demand chain. See Appendix
A for a preliminary interview with a print provider.
Survey Development
From the preliminary pilot studies, the initial advertising agency survey was developed.
This initial survey was pilot-tested by advertising agencies and then revised by both those
working on the demand chain research as well as by the company that would be
conducting the survey over the phone, and was then finalized.
Final Experimentation
Phone surveys were conducted by the survey company from a sample size ofmore than
250 representatives from the advertising agency portion of the demand chain. See
Appendix B for the advertising agency survey. For the purposes of this thesis, responses
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to the questions were from agencies defined as "production" or "production and
strategic".
Case histories were developed among printers to bring depth to the analysis of the
advertising agency's responses. These case histories were conducted in New York City at
two print providers. See Appendix C for the case history interview guide and Appendix D
for the case histories.
Method ofEvaluation and Data Analysis
Before the hypotheses were tested, an overall frequency analysis of the responses from
the survey was done. The results of this analysis can be seen in Appendix E; the survey's
open-ended responses can be seen in Appendix F.
In order to determine the categories of "innovator", "loyalist", "low extremist", and
"high extremist", an analysis of the median of the responses for an agency's number of
printers and length of relationship with a printer was conducted. Variables were created
in SPSS for both low (below the median) and high (above the median) number ofprinters
and length of relationship. In order to test the hypotheses, the SPSS analysis of
comparing means (with Anova table and eta) was used. The Anova table and eta option
calculates the analysis ofvariance and the measures of association for the variables. The
means of the variables used to create the agency groups (the independent variables) were
compared with the means of the variables from the survey questions (the dependent
variables) used in testing the hypotheses. The investigation of the significance of each
comparison was also completed; ap value of less than 0.05, given by the SPSS created
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Anova table, indicated a significant result. This allowed for the author to determine if the
agency category had influence over the factors ofprinter selection or the use of variable
data, as ap value of less than 0.05 indicated that the agency category was significant for
the dependent variable being tested. Any further data analysis was conducted in the same





The results of the survey questions related to the hypotheses are outlined below. The
survey is available in Appendix B; the frequency analysis of all the questions asked in the
survey can be seen in Appendix E. In order to test the hypotheses put forth in this thesis,
selected questions from the survey were analyzed. These questions can be seen below in





608 independent How many printers does your firm work with? (agency procures print and respondent is production
or both production and strategic).
613 independent What is the average length of relationship between you and a printer? (agency procures print and
respondent is production or both).
617 dependent I am going to read to you a list of factors that might be considered when selecting a printing
services provider. Using a scale from 1 to 1 0, where 1 means "not at all important" and 1 0 means
"very
important,"
please rate the importance of each one. (agency procures print and respondent is
production or both.
1 - Price
2 - Print Quality
3 - The specific technology used by the provider (see 620 of the OE responses for which aspects
of technology are important)
4 - Turnaround time
5 - Geographic proximity
6 - Ease of doing business
7 - Dependability
8 - Unique Capabilities (see 624 of the OE responses for the specific unique capabilities that are
important)
9 - Other factors
645 dependent Thinking about all the printing services you purchase, about what percent is done using traditional
printing technology (define as offset, flexo, or gravure) versus digital printing technology? (agency
procures print and respondent is production or both).
1 - Traditional printing technology
2 - Digital printing technology
640 dependent What percentage of the work that your agency does involves variable information or
personalization? (respondent is production or both).
Table V.l. Survey questions relevant to hypotheses testing.
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The advertising agency categories (innovator, loyalist, high extremist, and low
extremist) were determined by the median value ofboth number of printers used and
length of relationship with a print provider. These are the independent variables.
Definition ofAgency Categories
From the survey results, it was found that the median number ofprinters was five; the
median length of relationship was seven years. The frequency results for the analysis of
questions 608 (number ofprinters) and 613 (average length of relationship with a printer)
can be seen below in Table V.2.
Responses
(out of 250) Minimum Maximum Mean Median SD
608 - How many printers
does your firm work
with? 116 1 50 7.39 5 8.26
613 -What is the
average length of
relationship in years
between you and a
printer? 121 0 99 18.3223 7 30.49
Table V.2. Frequency results of questions 608 and 613.
Loyalists, according to the results of the survey, have relationships of seven or more
years with four or fewer printers. Innovators have relationships of six or fewer years with
five or more printers. High extremist agencies have relationships of seven ormore years
with five or more printers. Low extremist agencies have relationships of six or fewer
years with four or fewer printers. Figure V.4, below, shows the number of advertising
agencies in each of the categories according to the survey results.
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Figure V.4. Number of advertising agencies in each category.
Overall Results ofRelevant Questions
After the agency categories were defined, the questions relevant to the hypotheses were
analyzed. The results of this analysis can be seen below in Table V.3, which shows the
results of the survey for advertising agencies overall, as well as for each of the four
categories. The significance column shows the statistical significance of the agency type
according to the answer given to the survey question; a value of 0.05 or less shows
statistical significance. Question 617 utilized a point system (from 1 "not important at
all"
to 10 "very important"); question 640 asked an agency's percentage of campaigns
with personalization or variable data while 645 determined an agency's percentage of
traditional print technology use versus digital print technology use.
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overall innovators loyalists low extremists high extremists significance




a - price 7.9 7.6 7.9 8.3 7.8 0.18
b - print quality 9.2 8.9 9.3 9.1 9.4 0.87
c - the specific printing
technology used by the
print provider
6.9 6.6 7.0 6.4 7.3 0.53
d - turnaround time 8.4 8.5 8.0 8.7 8.4 0.80
e - geographic proximity 5.7 5.1 5.9 5.7 6.3 0.81
f - ease of doing
business
8.2 7.5 8.5 8.1 8.6 0.45
g - dependability 9.5 9.1 9.5 9.5 9.7 0.73
h - unique capabilities 6.0 5.8 6.2 5.5 6.3 0.52








21.42% 16.48% 27.00% 26.27% 17.21% 0.04
645: What percent of
vour work is done:
a - using traditional
printing technology
62.35% 52.59% 58.33% 62.41% 75.86% 0.52
b - using digital printing
technology
37.65% 47.41% 41.67% 37.59% 24.14% 0.52
Table V.3. Survey results for questions relevant to the hypotheses. Significance is in
bold; results for agencies overall are in italics. Significant results are in grey.
Results ofPrint Provider Selection Factors (Question 617)
The results ofquestion 617, which determined what factors advertising agencies found
important in printer selection, can be seen below in Table V.4 the agencies are grouped
according to category. Overall, none of the factors for print provider selection were
significant (this can be seen above in Table V.3); the agency categories did not result in a
p value of less than 0.05 for any of these factors. The factors are ranked in order from
most to least important. Thus, for the innovators, dependability was the most important
factor in printer selection and geographic proximity was the least important factor in
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printer selection. Technology was the sixth most important factor for all agency types,
and unique capabilities was one of the bottom three factors.
Overall innovators loyalists
Dependability 9.5 Dependability 9.1 Dependability 9.5
Print quality 9.2 Print quality 8.9 Print quality 9.3
Turnaround time 8.4 Turnaround time 8.5 Ease of doinq business 8.5
Ease of doing business 8.2 Price 7.6 Turnaround time 8.0







Other factors 6.1 Other factors 6.0 Other factors 6.2
Unique capabilities 6.0 Unique Capabilities 5.8 Unique capabilities 6.2
Geographic proximity 5.7 Geographic proximity 5.1 Geographic proximity 5.9
low extremists high extremists
Dependability 9.5 Dependability 9.7
Print quality 9.1 Print quality 9.4
Turnaround time 8.7 Ease of doinq business 8.6
Price 8.3 Turnaround time 8.4





Other factors 6.2 Unique capabilities 6.3
Geoqraphic proximity 5.7 Geographic proximity 6.3
Unique capabilities 5.5 Other factors 6.2
Table V.4. Importance of factors in printer selection according to agency type
from top (most important) to bottom (least important) with importance
rankings (from 10 - "most
important"
to 1 - "least important").
Percentage ofWork Involving Variable Data or Personalization (Question 640)
The results of question 640, which determine an advertising agency's percentage ofwork
that involves variable data or personalization, can be seen Figure V.5 (below). Overall,
the percentage of an agency's work that uses variable data or personalization is
significant (with ap value of 0.04) according to the category of advertising agency.
Loyalists (and low extremists) have a significantly higher percentage ofwork that
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involves variable information or personalization than did innovators (and high
extremists).This can be seen above in Table V.3.
640: What percentage of the work that your agency does












Figure V.5. Percentage of an agency's work that involves variable
information or personalization by advertising agency type.
Percentage ofWork Done with Traditional or Digital Printing (Question 645)
The results of question 645, which determine an advertising agency's percentage ofwork
that is done with traditional or digital printing, can be seen in Figure V.6 (below).
Overall, neither the percentage of traditional or digital printing used by advertising
agencies is significant according to agency category (both have/? values of 0.52, which
can be seen in Table V.3 above).
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645: What percentage of your agency's work uses traditional printing

















d percent digital printing
technology
overall innovators loyalists low high
extremists extremists
type of agency
Figure V.6. Percentage ofwork using traditional and





The first hypothesis of the study made the assertion that the importance ofcriteriafor
printer selection will vary by the nature ofthe agency due to the agency 's satisfaction
with its printproviders and the technology used in theproduction ofitsprintjobs. This
was not supported according to the results illustrated in Chapter V (page 27; Table V.3).
For the purposes of this study, it was determined that the nature of the agency (as
determined by an agency's number of printers and years of relationship with those
printers) does not significantly affect the importance of criteria for printer selection. The
groups examined (loyalists, innovators, high extremists, and low extremists) had the
printer selection criteria ranked similarly, with dependability ranked as the most
important factor for all four groups.
Hypothesis II
The second hypothesis of the study made the assertion that loyalists will rank the
importance oftechnology in printer selection lower than will the innovators due to a low
exposure to technology. This was not supported according to the results illustrated in
Chapter V (page 27; Table V.3) and in Table VI.5 (below). The nature of the agency, as
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proved above in Hypothesis I, does not significantly affect the importance of criteria for
printer selection. Thus, the importance of technology does not vary significantly (with ap
value of 0.531) according to the type of agency. In the case ofboth the innovator and
loyalist agencies, the importance of the specific printing technology used by the printer is
sixth out of nine factors. Unique capabilities, which some survey respondents may have
decided included a printer's ability to produce variable data, has an importance rating of
eighth out ofnine factors for both the loyalist and innovator agencies. Loyalists do not
rank the importance of technology in printer selection lower than do the innovators.
innovators loyalists
Dependability 9.1 Dependability 9.5
Print quality 8.9 Print quality 9.3
Turnaround time 8.5 Ease of doinq business 8.5
Price 7.6 Turnaround time 8.0





Other factors 6.0 Other factors 6.2
Unique Capabilities 5.8 Unique capabilities 6.2
Geographic proximity 5.1 Geographic proximity 5.9
Table VI.5. Importance of factors in printer selection according to
innovators and loyalists from top (most important) to bottom (least important)
with importance rankings (from 10 - "most
important"
to 1 - "least important").
Hypothesis III
The third hypothesis of the study made the assertion that loyalists will rank the
importance ofgeographicproximity in printer selection higher than will the innovators
due to a high satisfaction with printproviders . This was not supported according to the
results illustrated in Chapter V (page 27; Table V.3) and in Table VI.5 (above). The
nature of the agency, as proved above in Hypothesis I, does not significantly affect the
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importance of criteria for printer selection. Thus, the importance of geographic proximity
does not vary significantly (with ap value of 0.813) according to the type of agency. In
the case ofboth the innovator and loyalist agencies, the importance of the geographic
proximity of the printer to the agency ranks ninth out of nine factors. Loyalists do not
rank the importance of geographic proximity higher than do the innovators.
Hypothesis IV
The fourth hypothesis of the study made the assertion that loyalists will use less digital
printing in their advertising campaigns than will the innovators due to a low exposure to
technology. This was not supported according to the results illustrated in Chapter V (page
27; Table V.3). Although the nature of the agency significantly affected the percentage of
an agency's work that involves variable data or personalization (question 640 as shown in
Figure VI.7 below), it was found that loyalists use significantly more digital printing in
their work than did innovators (with ap value of 0.042).
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640: What percentage of the work that your agency does involves



















Figure VI.7. Percentage of an agency's work that involves variable information or
personalization by advertising agency type.
Since loyalists (and low extremists) had a significantly higher percentage ofwork
involving variable information or personalization, it would follow that they would also
use significantly more digital printing than did the innovators and high extremists; this,
however, is not the case, as the nature of the agency did not significantly affect the
percentage of an agency's work done by traditional and digital printing (question 645 as
shown in Figure VI.8 below).
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645: What percentage of your agency's work uses traditional printing
technology and what percentage uses digital printing technology?
100 000/
90 00% -
,_, en nn% .-
2 70 on% -
0) en nno/ . _ 1 traditonal printing technology
n percent digital printing technology








/ / s / /
type of agency
Figure VI.8. Percentage ofwork using traditional and digital printing technology by
agency category.
The results of these two questions are not consistent with one another; since question 640
resulted in a significantly higher use of variable data and personalization for the loyalists
(with ap value of 0.042), question 645 should show a significantly higher percentage of
digital printing technology for the loyalists also; however, this is not the case. It is
possible that the agencies reporting a high percentage ofwork using variable data and
personalization (question 640) did not realize that such work necessitated the use of
digital printing technology (question 645); in that case, a faulty understanding of
technology would render the agency's responses useless, as they would have a false
perception of their digital and traditional printing technology use. This could also indicate
the use ofhybrid printing technologies (offset shells imprinted with digital printing),
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which advertising agencies may have classified as traditional rather than digital printing
technology. Hypothesis IV is false; loyalists do not use less digital printing in their
advertising campaigns than do the innovators. This is certainly a matter for further study,
as knowledge about printing technologies may vary according to the person responding to
the survey.
Length ofRelationship and Number of Printers
According to the survey results, advertising agencies worked with a median of 5 printers
(an average of 7). Advertising agencies had a median length of relationship with their
printers of 7 years (an average of 18 years). This can be seen below in Table V.2 (page
25).
Alternate Methods ofAgency Categorization
The nature of the agency, as defined for this thesis, did not significantly influence the
factors of print provider selection by advertising agency or the use ofvariable data by
advertising agencies. Grouping agencies by number ofprinters and length of relationship
with printers is not, therefore, an appropriate way of categorizing advertising agencies. It
is possible that another categorization of the advertising agencies would be more
appropriate; in order to determine if this was the case, the author tested two measures of
an agency's size (billings and number of employees) as well as the annual dollar volume
of print purchased by an agency against the same questions. The question from which






324 independent Number of employees at this location
328 independent Annual billings
628 independent What is the annual dollar volume of print that you purchase? (agency procures print and
respondent is production or both).
Table VI.6. Questions used in the alternate methods of agency categorization.
Agency Categorization Determined by Billings
In the case of agency size determined by billings (question 328), two groups were created
using a median split: those with low billings ($3,220,000 or less) and those with high
billings ($3,230,000 or more). The results of the analysis by agency billings can be seen
below in Table VI.7.
overall low high significance
617: Please rate the
importance of:
a - price 8.0 7.9 8.0 0.65
b - print quality 9.2 9.4 9.0 0.10
c - the specific printing
technology used by the
print provider
6.9 6.5 7.3 0.051
d - turnaround time 8.4 8.3 8.5 0.53
e - geographic proximirj 5.6 5.5 5.6 0.94
f - ease of doing
business
8.3 8.2 8.4 0.51
g - dependability 9.5 9.4 9.6 0.36
h - unique capabilities 5.9 5.7 6.2 0.24








23.14% 21.43% 24.72% 0.51
645: What percent of
vour work is done:
a - using traditional
printing technology
60.81% 56.27% 65.93% 0.11
b - using digital printing
technology
39.19% 43.73% 34.08% 0.11
Table VI.7. Survey results with agencies split into low and high groups by billings.
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Categorization of agency size by billings produced a marginally significant result for the
specific printing technology used by the print provider, with ap value of 0.051. Agencies
in the high group (with billings of $3,230,000 or more) rate the importance of technology
in printer selection higher than do the agencies in the low group (with billings of
$3,220,000 or less). Agencies with higher billings may be asked by their clients to do
more work that requires specific printing technologies.
Agency Categorization Determined by Employees
In the case of agency size determined by employees (question 324), two groups were
created using a median split: those with a low number of employees (10 or less) and those
with a high number of employees (1 1 or more). The results of the analysis by agency
billings can be seen below in Table VI.8.
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overall low high significance
617: Please rate the
importance of:
a - price 8.0 8.1 7.8 0.26
b - print quality 9.2 9.1 9.3 0.51
c - the specific printing
technology used by the
print provider
6.9 6.7 7.2 0.23
d - turnaround time 8.5 8.2 8.8 0.01
e - geographic proximity 5.7 5.5 5.8 0.48
f - ease of doing
business
8.2 8.2 8.2 0.97
g - dependability 9.6 9.5 9.6 0.72
h - unique capabilities 6.0 5.8 6.3 0.21








23.82% 20.85% 27.37% 0.19
645: What percent of
your work is done:
a - using traditional
printing technology
61.70% 60.30% 64.24% 0.49
b - using digital printing
technology
38.03% 39.70% 35.76% 0.49
Table VI.8. Survey results with agencies split into low and high groups by employees.
Significant results are in grey.
Categorization of agency size by employees produced no significant results for any of the
hypotheses tested either. Although turnaround time was shown to be significant
according to agency categorization using the number of employees, it was not part of the
hypotheses as described in Chapter IV.
Agency Categorization Determined by Annual Dollar Volume of Print Purchased
In the case of annual dollar volume of print purchased by an agency (question 628), two
groups were created using a median split: those with a low annual dollar volume of print
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purchased (up to $350,000) and those with a high annual dollar volume ofprint
purchased ($350,001 or more). The results of the analysis by agency billings can be seen
below in Table VI.9.
overall low high significance
617: Please rate the
importance of:
a - price 7.9 7.8 8.0 0.50
b - print quality 9.1 9.0 9.3 0.20
c - the specific printing
technology used by the
print provider
6.9 : 6.5 7.4 0.02
d - turnaround time 8.4 8.2 8.7 0.07
e - geographic proximity 5.8 5.8 5.8 0.91
f - ease of doing
business
8.2 8.1 8.3 0.42
g - dependability 9.5 9.3 9.7 0.14
h - unique capabilities 6.0 5.8 6.4 0.08








23.26% 25.72% 18.28% 0.13
645: What percent of
vour work is done:
a - using traditional
printing technology
62.24% 61.79% 37.17% 0.85
b - using digital printing
technology
37.76% 38.21% 37.17% 0.85
Table VI.9. Survey results with agencies split into low and high groups by annual dollar
volume ofprint purchased. Significant results are in grey.
Categorization of the agencies by the annual dollar volume ofprint purchased produced a
significant result for the importance of technology in printer selection. Agencies in the
high group (purchasing an annual dollar volume of print of $350,001 ormore) rate the
importance of technology in printer selection higher than do agencies in the low group,
who purchase an annual dollar volume ofprint of $350,000 or less. This may be because
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agencies which spend a larger amount on print have enough money to utilize new
printing technologies, which can be costly at their inception. Agencies that spend a larger
amount on print may also be producing documents that require more personalization and
variable data, which would require the print producers working with these agencies to use
digital printing technology. However, the categorization by annual dollar volume ofprint
purchased does not produce a significant result for either the percentage ofwork that the
agency does involving personalization or variable print (question 640) or the amount of
work done using digital printing technology (question 645).
Other Conclusions
One of the most significant portions of this research concerns the importance of criteria in
printer selection as shown below in Table VI. 10.
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overall innovators loyalists
Dependability 9.5 Dependability 9.1 Dependability 9.5
Print quality 9.2 Print quality 8.9 Print quality 9.3
Turnaround time 8.4 Turnaround time 8.5 Ease of doinq business 8.5
Ease of doinq business 8.2 Price 7.6 Turnaround time 8.0







Other factors 6.1 Other factors 6.0 Other factors 6.2
Unique capabilities 6.0 Unique Capabilities 5.8 Unique capabilities 6.2
Geographic proximity 5.7 Geographic proximity 5.1 Geographic proximity 5.9
low extremists high extremists
Dependability 9.5 Dependability 9.7
Print quality 9.1 Print quality 9.4
Turnaround time 8.7 Ease of doinq business 8.6
Price 8.3 Turnaround time 8.4





Other factors 6.2 Unique capabilities 6.3
Geoqraphic proximity 5.7 Geoqraphic proximity 6.3
Unique capabilities 5.5 Other factors 6.2
Table VI.10. Importance of factors in printer selection according to
innovators and loyalists from top (most important) to bottom (least important)
with importance rankings (from 10 - "most important" to 1 - "least important").
The top two most important categories in printer selection for all four groups of
advertising agencies contradicts the information seen in Chapter III namely, that in a
May 2001 survey of 1059 print buyers, WhatTheyThink.com found that quality was the
most important factor to consider when selecting a printer, at 66 percent of respondents.
Price was second at 27 percent, and speed was last among those surveyed at 7
percent.1
The WhatTheyThink.com survey may have limited itself to three possible answers (price,
quality, and speed) and thus cannot be compared adequately to the results of this
research. In the case of this research, dependability was shown to be the most important
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factor in printer selection for all four groups, and print quality is the second most
important factor. Below that, price, turnaround time, and ease of doing business all
contend for positions three through five depending on the agency classification.
Recommendations for Further Study
Of the classifications used to attempt to categorize advertising agencies in this research -
number of printers/length of relationship, billings, number of employees, and annual
dollar volume ofprint purchased - none was able to significantly explain the importance
of criteria used in printer selection or the use of variable data, personalization, and digital
printing overall. A method of classifying agencies that results in a significant affect on
the importance of criteria used in printer selection and the use ofvariable data,
personalization, and digital printing has yet to be determined; further research may find a
more appropriate method of categorization.
The link between the advertising agency and the corporate marketing executive as
well as between the corporate marketing executive and print provider has yet to be
completed in terms ofvariable data use. When the whole demand chain is available to be
examined, the unanswered questions from this thesis - such as the factors affecting the
criteria used in printer selection and the use of variable data, personalization, and digital
printing technology
- might bring an answer. As stated in Case History I (Appendix D),
"the company's president [found that], 'advertising agencies need us; we don't need
them.' Overall, the company has found that advertising agencies don't understand
variable data printing and education among advertising agencies is
lacking." This might
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be the view of a single print provider; further research is needed to validate this
statement.
This thesis' work shows technology is not a driving factor in an advertising agency's
selection of a print provider according to the categorization of agencies by number of
printers and length of relationship. For both innovator and loyalist, "the specific
technology used by the printing provider"ranked sixth ofnine factors used in printer
selection, and the overall ranking of the factors for both was similar. Agencies in both
categories, when selecting a printing services provider, find the printer's dependability,
print quality, and turnaround time the most important, according to the survey results;
technology may be a consideration only for specific print jobs. The importance of
technology in printer selection, however, was a significant factor for agencies purchasing
a high annual dollar volume ofprint (of $350,001 or more). Further study of print service
providers will allow a determination of their available technology and how often they
change equipment when new technology becomes available; this can then be linked to an
agency's use of technology. Discovering how to raise the awareness of new technology in
the minds of advertising agencies and their corporate clients is necessary in increasing the
utilization of digital printing technology, personalization, and variable data. This,
however, may not be sufficient. Bringing all the pieces of the technology involved to a
mature level is also necessary before full utilization can occur. In addition, awareness of
technology may not be enough for advertising agencies and their clients; awareness of the
benefits of the technology (using a solutions and communications focus) may bridge the
gap between knowledge and use.
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Initial Interview with a Print Provider
This print provider interview was one in a series of initial interviews conducted among
print providers, advertising agencies, and corporate marketing executives. From the
information in this interview, as well as the other interviews that were conducted, the
advertising agency survey used to test the hypotheses of this thesis was constructed. This
initial print provider interview gave a good overview of the digital printing market from
the print provider's perspective. The following is a direct transcript from the interview.
The company with whom this interview was conducted has been involved with digital
printing since 1995, and has a unique perspective on the use of technology due to its
status as an early adopter of digital printing technology. The company's lack of
communication with advertising agencies (the majority of their campaigns come directly
from corporate marketing executives) made determining an advertising agency's
knowledge and use of digital printing a focus of the survey.
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Appendix A
PP is the print provider, I is an interviewer, and SR is the print provider's variable data
sales representative.
Print Provider: [. . .] that's the male with the female name on it and the hot sports car,
and when you go through here, you can see the difference: the female has the spa and
country dancing, where the male has a fancy dance and playing golf, and they have their
name on their robe. It's just little things that variable makes them - makes you pick it up
and open it. If it said occupant, if it said residents, if it was a little black and white name
and address like on those cards, people look at them and throw them out. The whole thing
is getting people's attention when they're opening up the mail. The better it is, the fancier
it is, the more personalized, the more customized. . .that gets people to look in, and once
they look in and think, gee, I want to go there. Or I want to do this. And that's how they
sell, because they don't advertise on TV or radio.
Interviewer: Who makes the decision about the pictures? Who decides who gets the
sports car?
PP: We do. On experience, who we're talking to, the feedbackwe get from the customer,
what the customer is looking for. If the person likes a classic car, we'll put a classic car
on there instead of a sports car.
I: How long of runs are you talking about for something like these?
PP: For those, because they're for an in-house audience, we'll run 10,000. On an actual
run, on some of the stuff I'll show you, we're getting into 25,000 to 50,000
- every piece
is different. The other scheme that we have is the banking and the securities: 40 Iks, Roth
IRAs. . .thesame thing. We'll have our sales people go out to the different security
companies. We'll get the person's name on it. We'll have different bar codes in there,
different values in there, just to show the difference. You never know the audience, so
when we go into these meetings, it's to show the different capabilities of variable print.
Here we can change pictures, we're changing black - almost anyone can do that today
with a color device - but the color, when you start changing bar codes and pie charts,
that's just another area: the entertainment industry, the financial industry, and the
education industry. Here we've got a University - we've got different names. Again
we've got Hi Audrey, Hi Tom; you always have a different picture of the school, and
then you have different pictures top and bottom; when you take your SAT test before
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going to college, you give them a lot of information - the colleges just get that
information, say you want to go to RIT. RIT gets the test scores, but also what you want
to major in, what type of activities you're interested in. . .we'll take that database and put
something together and send something out that's personalized. And then on the back,
there's more information - every one is different. What usually doesn't change is the
design; the design is always the same, but the type and the images are changing. And
that's what's amazing about the technology. Now that you've got the customers, you
need to start with the whole workflow. A local college, same thing - we print maybe
10,000 of these every quarter. They go into an envelope with some type of application,
whatever you want the student to get. But again, male/female, school's always the same,
pictures are different, salutations are different, names are different. It just gives them all
that information. Now we probably do 7 or 8 colleges. Casinos - the entertainment
industry - it's something that we can do - it's part of commercial printing. We print 4
color shells and then take them through the Digimaster to do black and white inside.
Sometimes we change the pictures, and we're doing that on the NexPress. It'll all come
out of the Digimaster stapled and trimmed.
I: And they all have a unique coupon.
PP: In the entertainment industry, they put you in a category whether you spend a lot of
money or you don't spend a lot ofmoney. This person's getting basic, while this person's
getting a pretty good coupon. Now, the thing that's unique about this, if I'm this guy, I
can't take this guy's coupon and use it. It's a card, like a shopper's club card, with a UPC
there that matches your shopper's club cards. There's no way that you can use your
coupon without your shopper's club card. Again, the pictures and text change for
different people. This run was about 100,000 pieces, and comes in every 6 weeks. That's
for the entertainment industry. Okay. Pharmaceutical. This is something that... this is
probably one of the first jobs that we did, and when you get into variable print, you have
to have clients that have good databases. Ifwe feel that the client doesn't have a good
database, we'll come back later. If it's something that we can fix and help them out,
certainly we'll do that. If it's a disaster, we don't do database management; they'll have
to get someone to fix that. Pharmaceuticals probably have some of the best databases.
I: Is this for the actual user of the drug, or is it for the physician?
PP: Actual user. When you go in pharmacy with the prescription, that prescription has all
the information on you. As you get older, you have illness that last longer. You get heart
disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, and some people are taking medication for these
conditions. So when they have all that information, what they do is that they mail out a
personal letter to everybody about your health. This particular person has diabetes. This
person has a cardiovascular condition. They'll send a letter out; they'll send some type of
response card; they'll send health information. When you fill it out, they get more
information. And they also give you a book about your disease and what you can do to
fight your disease. They'll talk about health habits, truth or myths, something from a
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doctor, about a diet, helpful hints. Again, male/female gender related. This one has the
same information, but about cardiovascular conditions. You have this, you have a postage
return envelope, a letter, and envelope. All this that you're doing - remember that you're
doing these one after another. All this has to go into an envelope. Everything has to
match; we either put a sequence number on it, or a barcode number. Everything that you
see will have that particular number on it. When the camera is on that, when you get a
number out ofwhack, it'll stop the system.
I: There's a machine vision here reading those little numbers?
PP: Yeah, and you can read a number, you can read a bar code - now they have invisible
ink. They have some with little dots. A lot ofpeople get scared by the numbers; they
don't know what the numbers are for.
I: What would be a program with this - do they mail out annually?
PP: Usually quarterly. They usually do this for a year and see what the response is. I
think they have one of the best databases in the world.
I: It sounds like you've had success going straight to the corporation instead of to an
intermediary.
PP: Everything here - with the exception of this one - was done without an agency. And
this one was simple, but it had 300,000 pieces. This was all across the country. But
getting back to your question. . .we have found that we are far more successful ifwe can
discuss what we want to do with the marketing people or the corporate people instead of
going through an agency. There's only a couple that I know, one in Chicago, a few in
New York, that are doing stuff like this. I don't know if they think that variable print is
difficult is difficult, that they don't want to get into it, but they have to get into it. It's
definitely easier for me now then it was 4-5 years ago. Equipment-wise, software-wise,
everything has to come together. Try to get it all printed and out the door in a timely
manner. You don't have weeks and weeks to do a job. We do a job for about 10
companies; it comes every day on the
10th
of the month, and we put it all together and get




of the same month. You really have to know what you're
doing and get your stuff together to get it out. People doing variable print - when there's
money involved or offered
- they have to get their information there in time.
I: Part ofyour persuasion for these folks is the measure of effectiveness; how do you
measure that?
PP: We don't have anything to do with their returns; but the customers can tell you, if
they have a good database, what they do. They highest I ever heard was 35%, which is
absolutely phenomenal, because it's usually 2-3%.
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I: Do they share with you these numbers?
PP: Oh sure!
I: I assume it has a big impact on if they decide to ask you to do something the following
year.
PP: The following year, the following month, special offer. . .when you get into the
college or education industry, you see peaks of activity. . .right now, and then in
September/October. Just trying to attract clients. Colleges need you guys to fill their
seats. Your money in their bank account. That's why they send 100,000 out looking for
12-15,000 students. There's a lot of competition.
I: That describes an acquisition program; ifyou take a look at variable data in regards to
acquisition, what's the proportion ofjobs that are acquiring news customers, and what
number ofjobs are retention?
PP: I'm going to say for the entertainment industry, it's probably 100% - they're
gathering the database to give to us, and their customers are already known. But out of
that 100%, you may get more by other jobs throughout the year. That would be for
anyone, whether it's pharmaceuticals or colleges - anyone trying to go out and get new
business. It's too difficult to go out and get a new customer. But in colleges, you're
moving kids out every 4-6 years. But the colleges have the SAT scores.
I: So you don't do much in terms of acquiring databases and clients; they're coming to
you.
PP: We thought about data mining and database management; we've talked about it, but
what we're trying to do more is set clients up on the internet. Ifwe had a long-term
customer who wanted us to help, then we'd more seriously consider it. With the internet,
we help them design a template, and then they fill the cells, give it to us, and we run with
it. We would use that concept for other colleges. If it's not happening right now, you'll
see it more in the future.
I: It makes the company more responsive. Here you've got a customer inquiry from this
most interactive site, which you'll get out sooner, rather saving it all up.
PP: The biggest problem is acquiring a customer, to make the jump or leap over to
variable printing. Once they do it, though. . .
I: When you look at your workforce, has that changed over the past 5 years?
PP: We retrained everybody; we were on the early edge. There wasn't anyone out there
to hire. Our print-on-demand department is still separate is still separate from the
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commercial side. The POD side has very quick turnaround. Variable print is usually 7-10
days from start to finish, but there's a lotmore you have to do. You're hoping your data
is good, you prepress is good, your software is good. . .you're not going through and
checking everyone out. You're running 50 or 75 proof to make sure that the run won't
have a mix-up some place?
I: Ifyou run 5,000, do you check every 500 or so?
PP: Ifwe run 5,000, we usually check maybe every 75-100 depending upon the
complication.
I: This is a physical check.
PP: You're actually printing them first before you start to run them. You look at them,
the pressman looks at them, the customer looks at them. You have to make sure that's
right. You have to check amounts, barcodes.
I: Who has the responsibility for them? Is that you, or is that the customer?
PP: In the trade now, trying to hold the customer responsible is a bit tenacious because
you want to the keep the customer. If there's something wrong with the database, it
should be something that should be caught ahead of time. Ifwe lose a picture, drop an
element - that's us. That's what's different about variable print; ifyou make a mistake on
a mailer, you cost someone a significant amount of lost revenue.
I: If you go into estimating of variable data, what kind of factors go into your pricing
estimates - the amount of customization that's done. . .what factors go into that estimation
equation?
PP: To convert a file will take an hour or two hours. It could take 10-15 hours. You need
to know what's on the database. You need to get rid of doubles. You need to know how
it's going to mail. Change of address
- that's something that the post office is starting to
fine people and to force them to do the NCOA. So you need to know all of that, how the
databases are created, how clean are the databases. . .it could take a couple hours. . .if it
takes longer than a couple hours, then it's time to reconsider. Databases in commercial
printing are not what I'd call WYSIWYG. I'm at the mercy of the data processing. It's
too many what ifs. That's why you have the data processing people. There has to be a
sequence number
- you need something on there. Usually it's a five number sequence;
that'll take you into the thousands.
I: So quality of the database, I assume the number ofprinted pieces, page count. . .ifwe
were to look at a same piece that comes from the variable data and one that doesn't -
what's the difference. . .is it double the price?
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PP: We would like it to be. But that's one of the problems of the sale that companies are
having. People are doing variable print, black and white on a four color shell. If you can
creep the price up. . .but nothing near what the manufacturers of the equipment expect,
any of them. We met a lot of resistance. You lower the price a bit; you can make a little
money...
I: 50%? 25%?
PP: Always under 20%. That's why you want to sell programs. You want 2-3 jobs a
month at a certain volume. It's not like a commercial press job. . .it's a per piece price.
You should not sell volume discounts. That's a tough sell. That's why you don't go to
print buyers. Variable print, it doesn't change much - the click charge that goes through
the press is the same.
I: When you have new technology coming in - the NexPress or the iGen3 - how do you
see the knowledge transfer? Ifyou talk to the marketing people, do they have that
knowledge?
PP: They have it now. 2-3 years ago, they did not. They're much better now. All
equipment manufacturers are trying. The software is getting easier. Simple jobs being
done from software.
I: Who do you work with at Heidelberg to get the knowledge here?
PP: They had their own pre-press professionals. And they're developing software. . .the
NexPress cost us so much money up front. You need people to tell you how it's going to
work; they provide that. I can see them writing things in because we have questions on
the software.
We have a long-standing relationship with Heidelberg.
I: Is this something that they've put more effort into over the last five years?
PP: Absolutely. It's all customer-driven. What we called digital printing in 1995. . .what
we're doing now is completely different. . . .And now I'll go bring our Sales
Representative in [. . .] This is our Sales Representative - the forerunner in variable print
sales.
Sales Representative: It was a tough road because you have manufacturers making these
presses, but they didn't spend any time to market or educate the population as to what we
could do. It got left up to people like me who were told to go out and sale and we had to
go out and create a market. Most people didn't understand what variable print was. First I
looked at companies that had data. Without that, you can't do anything. One of them with
data was the entertainment industry, knowing that they have been collecting information
via a player's club card. Pharmaceutical was another, especially when it came to retaining
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clients. A lot of it was going out to these people and not dealing with print buyers. That
was the key; print buyers don't have the knowledge and they're not one of the major
players. To sell variable data, you have to go to the marketing executive and talk about
theirmarketing strategy. Loyalty programs, retention, revenue coming into their business.
I haven't really gone to talk to agencies because I feel they're they middle-man; they're
really not educated on variable print, and they're a bit scared. I think a lot of things when
dealing with an agency comes from a customer, not the account manager. That's
unfortunate, because the agencies can't go pitch to the customer - they're scared. The
bigger agencies in NYC were very timid. . .we get it, but we're not sure we want to pitch
this. And that's where I got the response - talking to the marketing people and educating
them, telling them to drive their response rates with this. It's still a struggle. . .yes, they do
have data, but it's very basic. . .name and address, gender, age. . .to do variable, you need
to collect more data. In some instances, they had data, but it was fragmented. Nothing
was connected. How do you pull that together? When need to get there - pull it together
into one location.
Did certain companies do homework to get ready for this?
SR: Yes. This is what you need to do to get there. The sell cycle is pretty long. My first
customer took me a year. I'm still pulling people along, and it's been going on 4 years.
Some customers pull it together, but don't analyze or segment, but we start with basic
variables - segmented by spending. How do you collect it? You need to talk to them
about surveys. They don't want to ask too much; it's a value proposition. I sit here in a
printing shop. . .not as a typical print salesperson. Here, now, you really become a
marketing person, not print per se. There's a real crossover that for printers to understand,
they need to have someone that understands marketing.
I: How do you get the door open to the VP ofmarketing?
SR: Cold-calls trying to get through. . .through their assistant, talking to them as if I were
talking to the marketing executive. Telling them I have something that's exciting that will
drive revenue. It's not just printing - I've got something different to offer. There are
already people in your industry doing this. Usually, this will get the door open. I'll send
them something, and then follow up. Usually I can get in. And then once you get in, then
I try to get right in the door. None ofmy customers are in Rochester; they're all over the
country. If I'm lucky, I'll get 2-3 appointments in the same vicinity; ifnot, I'll talk to the
one. You try to talk to them and figure out if they have the data -just assessing what
they've got. If they've got the data and the strategy and the loyalty program, then I'll
make the trip. I'll talk to them over the phone if not, but I won't go out there without the
next step.
I: I talk to people in Sales who say that companies don't understand that how you're
going to get paid is completely different.
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SR: Yeah, basically, I went onto a salary. We haven't transitioned over to quasi salary
bonus system because the sell cycle is so long.
I: Are you the only one selling variable data, or do you have a group of sales reps?
SR: I'm pretty much it; there's another person here in business development, a VP, who
does variable print with other things. If I get conventional print, it's a bonus. I sell
variable as a test because it's a little scary for them. Usually there's a regular direct mail
piece. Instead of asking them to change their entire system, which can be costly, and they
want to see the result. . .they want to look at a higher-value customer than a lower-value
one. I try to sell the variable as a test until it succeeds, which I usually need to do over a 3
month period, because then you have something to really compare. And ifyou let me do
the conventional side, I can save you some money, because it takes time to collect the
images, to do the template - always the little things up front. The conventional work will
help offset those costs. It's good ifyou can get it. . .ifyou can't, you get the tests - the
results speak for themselves. As the word is getting out and people are starting to
understand customer development management, it is easier to talk about variable print
and technology because people have heard enough about it. The first couple times people
looked at me like 'what are you talking
about?'Everyone inmarketing has pretty much
heard about it.
I: Is customization, for some of them, solely on the web?
SR: I think that a lot of companies think of 1 to 1 ... I think they think of the web of a
way to get messages out inexpensively. Unless it's truly a 1 to 1 message. . .who really
looks at all that stuff. When it's a piece ofpaper relevant to you, the paper will be in view
on your desk. E-mail's great, but it's not as powerful as paper. The auto industry - you
can go online to build your car. If the automaker's smart, you'll get that brochure in your
mailbox in a 4 day period. Paper is very powerful medium. The internet is a great thing to
begin with; it has its place for certain things.
I: Have you found it difficult - have the people you've worked with found it difficult to
find a design who can do variable?
SR: We've taken the time here to really educate our customers to where we've actually
gone to their location to do their education - to sit down and educate the people, even if
they're just the data people. The data people, the art people, the IT people, to explain to
them how important it is. . .naming protocol has to be the same for the data side as the
creative layout. I will get people internally here. . .the technical people. If you can't do it,
we'll do it. And we're not a design shop, but because we understand variable. It's an





I: We see a knowledge gap that exists in the agency and marketing world. . .
PP: We see this all the time. Back in 1995 . . .no one knew. 4-5 years later, everyone is
starting to see it. . .the NAPL just had something about digital printing. It is different. It's
just finally working.
I: You have to have the resource.
PP: You want someone who knows everything; there's just nobody out there. You have
to make sure you have the data processing people talk to the prepress people. All of our
data processing people. . .they used to build programs. But now there's software handling
the programs; they still have to do a lot ofwork to get the software to work. It's much
easier now, much easier than 2-3 years ago, when you worked for 22 hours to get a job
done. It's like when desktops first came out. We used to struggle for days and days.
I: Thank you for your time.
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Appendix B
The Advertising Agency Survey
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Appendix B
RIT Printing Industry Center: Agency Survey
Field Period: March 24 - May 2, 2003
SUBJECTS FOR QUESTIONNAIRE
Section 300: Preloaded Variables
Section 400: Screening
Section 500: General Agency Questions
Section 600: Print-Specific Questions
Section 1200: Non-Qualified Respondents
Section 100: Agency Profile & Demographics
Number ofResponse Equivalents (REs): 1 1 9
Estimated Survey Duration: 24 minutes
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Q304 Company Street [DOES NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN]
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q308 Company City [DOES NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN]
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q3 1 2 Company State [DOES NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN]
[DROP-DOWN BOX]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q316 Company ZIP Code [DOES NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q320 Company Phone Number
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS






Q332 Media Distribution [DO NOT SHOW ON SCREEN]
Q333









































[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF NAME AVAILABLE (Q336 IS POPULATED), ASK Q400; IF NO NAME
AVAILABLE (Q336 IS BLANK), ASK Q404]
BASE: NAME AVAILABLE (Q336 IS POPULATED)
Q400 Hello, this is (INSERT NAME) calling from <Survey Company>. May I please speak with
[INSERT NAME]? (IF NECESSARY: This is not a sales call, nor will it lead to a sales call.)
1 Speaking, continue interview
2 Yes, will connect
3 Not available, set callback
4 No one by that name/No longer with the company
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
10 SCREENING EXHAUSTED [LOOP BACK NO MORE THAN 1 0 TIMES?]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF SPEAKING OR WILL CONNECT (Q400/1, 2), JUMP TO Q412. IF NOT
AVAILABLE (Q301/3), SET CALLBACK. IF NO ONE BY THAT NAME OR NO LONGERWITH
THE COMPANY (Q400/4), ASK Q404. IF NOT SURE OR DECLINE TO ANSWER (Q400/8,9), JUMP
TO Q1200.] IF SCREENING EXHAUSTED (Q400/10), TERM.]
BASE: NO NAME AVAILABLE (Q336 IS BLANK)
Q404 [IF NECESSARY: Hello, this is (INSERT NAME) calling from <Survey Company>. We are
conducting research on behalf of the Rochester Institute ofTechnology Printing Industry Center to learn
more about how agencies like yours make media decisions. Ifyou are qualified and complete the survey,
you will receive an honorarium of $50. (IF NECESSARY: This is not a sales call, nor will it lead to a sales
call.)]
Would you please tell me the name of the person in your agency who is responsible for selecting media to
use for a campaign?
[INTERVIEWER: The following titles might qualify:
Media Director, Print Production Director, Account Executive, Creative Director]
1 Speaking, enter name on next page
2 Yes, will connect
3 Not available, set callback
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF SPEAKING ORWILL CONNECT (Q404/1, 2), ASK Q408. IF NOT
AVAILABLE (Q404/3), SET CALLBACK. IF NOT SURE OR DECLINE TO ANSWER (Q400/8.9),
JUMP TO Q1200.]
RASE: SPEAKING OR WIT I CONNECT <O404/l. 2)
Q408 [IF NECESSARY: Hello, this is (INSERT NAME) calling from <Survey Company>.]




Q412 HIDDEN QUESTION: NAME BANK
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: THIS IS THE QUESTION THAT WILL REFERENCE THE RESPONDENT'S
NAME FOR THE STUDY.]
[PROGRAMMERNOTE: IF Q336 IS POPULATED, REFERENCE Q336; IF Q408 IS POPULATED,
REFERENCE Q408, EVEN IF Q336 IS ALSO POPULATED.]
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q412 [IF NECESSARY: Hello, this is (INSERT NAME) calling from <Survey Company>. We are
conducting research on behalf of the Rochester Institute ofTechnology Printing Industry Center to learn
more about how agencies like yours make media decisions. Ifyou complete the survey, you will receive an
honorarium of $50. (IF NECESSARY: This is not a sales call, nor will it lead to a sales call.)]
(INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT SURVEY LENGTH, OFFER
INFORMATION. IF RESPONDENT PREFERS, INTERVIEW CAN BE SCHEDULED FOR
ANOTHER TIME.)
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q416 Which of the following best describes your role in selecting media for your agency? Would you
say you.... [READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE LIST]
[SINGLE RESPONSE]
1 Advise clients on media strategies and media selection but are not involved in the production
of advertising materials
2 Have creative responsibilities that impact media choices
3 Are involved in the production of advertising materials, but do not advise clients regarding
media strategies and selection
4 Both advise clients on media strategies AND are involved in the production of advertising
materials
7 None of these (V)
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q420 HIDDEN QUESTION: RESPONDENT CLASSIFICATION
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF STRATEGIC RESPONDENT (Q416/1, 2), GET CODE 1; IF
PRODUCTION RESPONDENT (Q416/3), GET CODE 2; IF BOTH (Q416/4), GET CODE 3; IF NONE










[PROGRAMMERNOTE: IF QUALIFIED (Q420/1, 2, OR 3), ASK Q65; IF NOT QUALIFIED (Q420/4),
JUMP TO Q 1200.]
BASE: ALL QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q65QUOTA CHECK QUESTION [DOES NOT APPEAR ON SCREEN]
1 Quota cell closed JUMP TO Q 1 200
2 Quota cell open ASK Q500
3 Quota cell not found ASK Q500
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SECTION 500: GENERAL AGENCY QUESTIONS
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q500 What are the primary services your agency provides?
[READ LIST IF NECESSARY]
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE]






5 Customer Relationship Management




10 Sales Promotion/Collateral Development
96 Other services
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF OTHER SERVICES MENTIONED (Q500/96), ASK Q504; OTHERS JUMP
TO Q508.]
BASE: OTHER SERVICES MENTIONED (0500/96)
Q504 [INTERVIEWER NOTE: PLEASE SPECIFY OTHER SERVICES THE AGENCY PROVIDES -
ONE LINE PER SERVICE IF MORE THAN ONE]
[TEXT BOX]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: PLEASE DISPLAY Q508 AND Q512 ON THE SAME SCREEN.]
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q508 On average, how many accounts are you involved in at any given time?
[RANGE: 0-99]
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS .0420/1-3)
Q512 Among the accounts in which you, personally, are involved, on average, what percentage of them
are business-to-business and what percentage are business-to-consumer and what percentage are both?
|_|J_|% Business to Business
|J_|J% Business to Consumer
|_|JJ% Both
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: PLEASE KEEP RUNNING TOTAL.]
[INTERVIEWER AND PROGRAMMER NOTE: PERCENTAGES MUST ADD TO 100.]
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BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)





[PROGRAMMERNOTE: PLEASE KEEP RUNNING TOTAL.]
[INTERVIEWERAND PROGRAMMERNOTE: PERCENTAGES MUST ADD TO 100.]
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q516 In the majority of the campaigns you have been involved with, are you <\>taking<l\> direction
from the client or <\>providing<l\> the direction to the client regarding campaign strategy?
[INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ LIST]
[SINGLE RESPONSE]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE LIST]
1 Taking direction from the client
2 Providing direction to the client
3 Collaborative interaction
4 It all depends on the nature of the relationship with the client
5 It all depends on the situation or campaign
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q528 As you think about the media allocation across <I>yor</I> client base, what percent is spent on
the following? Please keep inmind that the percentages must add to 100%.
[READ LIST]
[INTERVIEWERNOTE AND PROGRAMMERNOTE: PERCENTAGES MUST ADD TO 100%]
[RANDOMIZE LIST]












10 OtherMedia SPECIFY AT Q532
[PROGRAMMER: SHOW RUNNING TOTAL]
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[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF OTHERMEDIA>0% (Q528/6 AND Q529>0), ASK Q532; ALL OTHERS
JUMP TO Q540.]
BASE: OTHERMEDIA > 0% (Q52S/6 AND O529>0)
Q532 [INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SPECIFY THE OTHER MEDIA USED BY RESPONDENT, ONE
PER LINE]
BASE: ALL QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q540 What specific factors drive the media choices for the campaigns you work on?
[DO NOT READ LIST]
[RESPONDENTMAY INDICATE UP TO 5 FACTORS]
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
1 Target market selection or demographics
2 Creative flexibility
3 Past history of success
4 Need for a 'new look'
5 Marketing strategy
6 Need for personalized messages
7 Cost/budget
8 Time available
9 Availability of data/database




98 Not sure (V)
99 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: ALL QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (0420/1-3)
Q544 Who typically measures the results of a campaign: you, the client, or a third party?
[REREAD LIST IF NECESSARY]
1 You
2 The client
3 A third party
ASK: ALL QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q548 How do you typically measure the results of a campaign?




2 Number of orders placed
3 Change in sales (before/aftermeasure)
4 Change in number of calls to an 800 number
5 Change in number ofhits to a website
6 Response rate of a direct mail piece
7 Retail traffic/store counts
8 Post-advertising awareness measures
9 Happy, satisfied client who returns
96 Other
[IF RESPONDENT IS STRATEGIC OR BOTH (Q420/1, 3) ASK Q552; ALL OTHERS JUMP TO Q600]
BASE: RESPONDENT IS STRATEGIC OR BOTH (O420/1. 3)
Q552 In the past year, have you changed or recommended a change in a client's marketing strategy that
would have resulted in a change in the media mix?
[DO NOT READ LIST]
1 Yes
2 No
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF CHANGE IN MEDIA WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1), ASK Q553. IF NOT,
JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q582.]
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)
Q553 In answering the next few questions, please think of a specific client for whom a change in media
mix was recommended in the past year. When answering these questions, please keep in mind this client as
well as one specific campaign for which a change in the media mix was recommended for this client.
[IF NECESSARY: We will not ask the name of the client.]
First, how would you estimate the size of this client in terms of annual revenues?
[READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
1 $ 1 00 Million or less (small)
2 $ 1 0 1 Million to $ 1 Billion (medium)
3 More than $1 Billion (large)
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)
Q554 How many years has your agency had a relationship with this client?
[RANGE: 0 TO 1 50, 998, 999]
[INTERVIEWER: IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, ENTER 0;
IF NOT SURE, ENTER 998;
IF DECLINE TO ANSWER, ENTER 999]
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BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)




8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)
Q562 What specific changes in the media mix did you recommend to this client in the past year?
[DO NOT READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
1 More broadcast advertising
2 Less broadcast advertising
3 More print mail/direct mail
4 less print mail/direct mail
5 More e-mail
6 Development ofweb site
7 More POS (Point of Sale)
8 Less POS (Point of Sale)
9 More sales support/collateral
1 0 Less sales support/collateral
96 Other changes (V)
98 Not sure (V)
99 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)
Q566 What were the reasons for the change?
[DO NOT READ LIST]
[RANDOMIZE LIST]
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
1 The client requested it
2 Save money
3 New product





7 To develop a database for the client
8 To identify prospects
96 Other reasons (V)
98 Not sure (V)
99 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (0552/1)
Q570 On the client side, what job title initiated a marketing campaign?
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[INTERVIEWER: DO NOT READ LIST]
[SINGLE RESPONSE]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE LIST]
1 President or CEO
2 VP of Sales
3 Corporate Marketing Vice President
4 ChiefMarketing Officer
5 Brand manager
6 VP ofCustomer Service
7 VP ofDistribution
96 Other SPECIFY AT Q574
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF TITLE GIVEN (Q570/NOT 96), JUMP TO Q578; IF OTHER TITLE
(Q570/96), ASK Q574.]
BASE: OTHER TITLE (0570/96)
Q574 [INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SPECIFY THE OTHER CLIENT JOB TITLE THAT INITIATED
THE MARKETING CAMPAIGN.]
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX WAS SUGGESTED (Q552/1)




1 The client did not agree to it
2 The client did agree to it
8 Not sure (V)
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF A CHANGE IN MEDIA WAS NOT SUGGESTED (Q552/2), ASK Q582;
ELSE JUMP TO Q600.]
BASE: CHANGE IN MEDIA MIX NOT SUGGESTED (Q552/2)
Q582 You mentioned that you have not in the past year recommended that a client change its media mix




8 Not sure (V)
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SECTION 600: PRINT-SPECIFIC QUESTIONS
BASE: ALL QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS (O420/1-3)
Q600 Does your agency buy printing for your customer base?
1 Yes
2 No
[IF AGENCY DOES BUY PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR BOTH
(Q600/1 AND Q420/2, 3), ASK Q604; ELSE JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q652.]
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (O600/1 AND O420/2. 3)
Q604 What is the job title of the person in your agency who would buy printing on behalfofyour
clients?
[TEXT BOX]
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (Q600/1 AND O420/2. 3)
Q608 How many printers does your firm work with?
[RANGE: 0 TO 99]
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (O600/1 AND O420/2. 3)
Q612 What is the typical length of a relationship between you and a printer?
[INTERVIEWER: ENTER 99 MONTHS AND 0 YEARS IF RESPONDENT DECLINES TO ANSWER]
[RANGE: 0 TO 11, 99]
|_|_| months
Q613
[RANGE: 0 TO 99]
UJ years
[PROGRAMMER: SHOW AN ERROR MESSAGE IF INTERVIEWER ENTERS
"0" MONTHS AND
"0" YEARS.]
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (O600/1 AND O420/2. 3)
Q616 I am going to read to you a list of factors that might be considered when selecting a printing
services provider. Using a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means "Not at All
Important"
and 10 means "Very
Important,"







3 The specific printing technology used by the provider
4 Turnaround time
5 Geographic proximity






[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF TECHNOLOGY GETS A TOP 2 BOX RATING (Q616/3 AND Q617>8),
ASK Q620; OTHERS JUMP TO PROGRAMMERNOTE BEFORE Q624.]
BASE: TECHNOLOGY GETS A TOP 2 BOX RATING (Q616/3 AND Q617>8)
Q620 You assigned an importance rating of [REF Q6 1 7 FOR Q6 1 6/3] to Technology. Please describe
specifically what aspects of technology are important.
[TEXT BOX]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF UNIQUE CAPABILITIES GETS A TOP 2 BOX RATING (Q616/8 AND
Q6 17>8), ASK Q624; OTHERS JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q628.]
BASE: TECHNOLOGY GETS A TOP 2 BOX RATING (0616/3 AND Q617>8)
Q624 You assigned an importance rating of [REF Q617 FOR Q616/8] to Unique capabilities. Please
describe specifically what these unique capabilities are.
[TEXT BOX]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION
PERSON OR BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (Q600/1 AND Q420/2, 3), ASK Q628; ELSE
JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q632.]
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (O600/1 AND O420/2. 3)
Q628 What is the annual dollar volume ofprint that you purchase? [IF NECESSARY: Your best
estimate will be fine.]
[RANGE: 0 TO 999,999,999]
[IF RESPONDENT DECLINES TO ANSWER, PLEASE ENTER 999,999,999]
$IJJJ,UJJ,UJJ-00
BASE: AGENCY PROCURES PRINT AND RESPONDENT IS A PRODUCTION PERSON OR
BOTH PRODUCTION AND STRATEGIC (O600/1 AND Q420/2, 3)
Q644 Thinking about all the printing services you purchase, about what percent is done using traditional
printing technology versus digital printing technology? (DEFINE TRADITIONAL as offset, flexo or
gravure)
Q645
[RANGE: 0 TO 100]
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[PERCENTAGES MUST ADD UP TO 100.]
1 Traditional printing technology |JJJ%
2 Digital printing technology |JJJ%
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: PLEASE SHOW RUNNING TOTAL.]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF STRATEGIC OR BOTH (Q420/1, 3), ASK Q652; ELSE JUMP TO
PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q640.]
BASE: STRATEGIC OR BOTH (O420/1. 3)
Q632 In what situations do you recommend print as a marketing communication tool?







5 Cross selling/up selling
6 Increase brand awareness
7 Introduce a new product
8 Promotions or special offers
9 To drive retail traffic
1 0 Sales support
BASE: STRATEGIC OR BOTH (O420/1. 3)
Q636 Using a 5-point scale where 1 means "Completely
Disagree"
and 5 means "Completely Agree,"
please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Q637
[RANDOMIZE] [RANGE: 1-5]
1 Broadcast media advertising is best for |J
brand building.
2 When my client needs to know the direct
ROI from a campaign, I recommend a direct
response advertising medium. |J
3 Given the new design and production
technologies, our clients are printing their
own sales collateral in-house. |J
4 I am aware of the new print technology
capabilities for personalization. |J
5 Targeted campaigns outperform mass
market campaigns. |J
6 We get better response rates with e-mail
campaigns than printed mail. |J
7 Broadcast media advertising is best for
driving store traffic. |J
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I have shown samples ofprinted
communications material to clients to
illustrate the capabilities of the new
technologies.
Free standing inserts will continue to play
an important role in the media mix for retail
clients.
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT IS PRODUCTION OR BOTH (Q420/2, 3), ASK Q640;
ELSE JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q684.]
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BASE: PRODUCTION OR BOTH (O420/7, 3}
Q640What percentage of the work that your agency does involves variable information or personalization?
[RANGE: 0 TO 100]
LLU%
[PROGRAMMERNOTE: IF LESS THAN 10% OF AGENCY WORK INVOLVES
PERSONALIZATION (Q640<10), ASK Q644; ELSE JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE
Q684.]
BASE: LESS THAN 10% OF AGENCY WORK INVOLVES PERSONALIZATION (O640<10)
Q644 What is the biggest obstacle in your recommending personalized communications to your clients?
[DO NOT READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
[SINGLE RESPONSE]
1 Lack of a suitable database
2 Price
3 Quality ofprint
4 Complexity of integrating variable data fields; it's "hard to do"
5 Design constraints/lack of creative flexibility
6 Risk of error
7 Some other obstacle SPECIFY AT Q648
[IF SOME OTHER OBSTACLE (Q644/6), ASK Q648; OTHERS JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE
BEFORE Q652.]
BASE: SOME OTHER OBSTACLE (Q644/6)
Q648 [INTERVIEWER: PLEASE SPECIFY THE OTHER OBSTACLE THE RESPONDENT
MENTIONED.]
[TEXT BOX]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF AGENCY WORK INVOLVES SOME PERSONALIZATION (Q640>0),
ASK Q656; ELSE JUMP TO PROGRAMMER NOTE BEFORE Q684.]
BASE: AGENCY WORK INVOLVES SOME PERSONALIZATION (O640>0)
Q656 In answering the next three questions, please think of clients that typically request personalization
in their campaigns.
First, how would you estimate the typical size of these clients in terms of annual revenues?
[READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
1 $ 1 00 Million or less (small)
2 $ 1 0 1 Million to $ 1 Billion (medium)
3 More than $1 Billion (large)
8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
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BASE: AGENCY WORK INVOLVES SOME PERSONALIZATION (O640>0)





8 Not sure (V)
9 Decline to answer (V)
BASE: AGENCY WORK INVOLVES SOME PERSONALIZATION (O640>0)
Q671 In what type of industries are clients who request personalization in their campaigns?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE]
[RANDOMIZE]














98 Not sure (V);E
99 Decline to answer (V);E
BASE: AGENCYWORK INVOLVES SOME PERSONALIZATION (O640>0)






3 Internet customized pages
4 Phone/Call center/Telemarketing
7 None of these (V); E
BASE: AGENCY DOES SOME PERSONALIZATION (Q640>0)
Q680 Now, I am going to read a list of extents to which you might personalize communications. Please
distribute 100 points among these five items to indicate how often you produce personalized
communications and to what degree they are personalized. I'll read them all first, then I'll read each one
again so that you can assign a percentage to each.
[READ LIST]
[DO NOT RANDOMIZE]
1 Variable address and/or salutation LIJJ%
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2 Variable address and/or numerical
information that goes into fixed fields -
the fields do not change in size, shape, or
location from record to record LLU%
3 Variable address, text, and/or numerical
information that goes into dynamic fields
the fields can change in size, shape, or
location from record to record based on the
amount of information or database
conditions and programming LUJ%
4 Variable text or numerical information and
graphics - the graphics are static images
inserted into a fixed field based on database
conditions LLU%
5 Variable text or numerical information and
variable graphics the graphics are created
dynamically based on database conditions
and inserted into fields that can change in
size, shape, or location UJJ%
[IF RESPONDENT IS PRODUCTION PERSON OR BOTH (Q420/2, 3), ASK Q684; ELSE JUMP TO
SECTION 100.]
BASE: PRODUCTION OR BOTH (O420/2, 3)
Q684 Of all the printing work your agency does, what percentage uses offset printed shells that are later
imprinted with variable information from a digital laser printer?
[RANGE: 0 TO 100]
LLU%
BASE: PRODUCTION OR BOTH (O420/2, 3)
Q688 Using a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 means "No impact at
all"
and 10 means "An extremely
positive
impact,"
please rate the following five attributes in terms of the impact that personalized




[INTERVIEWER: IF DECLINE TO ANSWER, ENTER 99]
1 Reducing print and mailing cost I I 1
2 Improving the reader's ability to locate information |JJ
3 Improving response rates UJ
4 Improving customer retention |JJ
5 Improving
readers'
ability to understand and retain
Information UJ
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SECTION 1200: NOT QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS
BASE: NOT QUALIFIED (O420/4)
Q1200 We appreciate your willingness to participate in the survey; however, at this time we are seeking
agency professionals who have knowledge about the media decisions your agency makes. Can you refer me
to someone in your agency who might be able to answer these types of questions?
1 Yes
2 No
[PROGRAMMERNOTE: IF RESPONDENT CAN REFER (Q1200/1), ASK Q1204; ELSE JUMP TO
END.]
BASE: RESPONDENT CAN REFER (Ol 200/1)
Q1204 Would you please give me that person's name and title?




Q150 How many years have you worked in the advertising industry?
[RANGE: 0 TO 70, 98, 99]
[INTERVIEWER: ENTER 98 FOR NOT SURE AND 99 FOR DECLINE TO ANSWER]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q155 How many years have you worked for your <Font Color="Blue">current agency
employer</Font>?
[RANGE: 0 TO 70, 98, 99]
[INTERVIEWER: ENTER 98 FOR NOT SURE AND 99 FOR DECLINE TO ANSWER]
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: RESPONSE FOR Q155 MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO RESPONSE
FORQ150.]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q104 The next few questions are primarily for classification purposes and will help us properly analyze
responses to this survey.
In what year were you bom? <\>Please enter as afour-digit number, e.g., 1963.</l>
[RANGE: 1890-1999]
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q105 [HIDDEN COMPUTE FOR AGE.]
[RANGE 0-1 20. J
BASF: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q216 What is the highest level of education you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?
[CODES PRESENTED: 1,2,3,4,70,5,6,7 IN THAT ORDER.]
01 Less than high school
02 Some high school
03 High school or equivalent (e.g., GED)
04 Some college, but no degree
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05 College (e.g., B.A., B.S.)
06 Some graduate school, but no degree
07 Graduate school (e.g., M.S., M.D., Ph.D.)
70 Associate's degree
BASE: QUALIFIED RESPONDENTS
Q150 We are asking agency professionals to join a research panel in which they would agree to
participate in approximately one survey per year on the topic ofmedia selection for the Rochester Institute
ofTechnology. To thank you for your participation in these surveys, RIT will share a summary of the
survey results with participants.
Are you interested in joining the panel?
1 Yes
2 No
BASE: ALL QUOTA CELL OPEN/NOT FOUND RESPONDENTS (Q65/2.3)
Q60Status of respondents (Does not appear on screen)
BASE: ALL RESPONDENTS
Q102 [INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD RESPONDENT'S GENDER.]
1 Male
2 Female
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: IF THEY COMPLETED THE SURVEY (RECEIVED Q1520) AND THE
QUOTA WAS NOT MET FOR THEIR GROUP.]
1 Qualified Complete
2 Not qualified
BASE: ALL QUOTA CELL OPEN/NOT FOUND RESPONDENTS (65/2.3)
Q77 INSERT INCREMENT QUESTION
[PROGRAMMER NOTE: INCREMENT QUOTA BASED ON Q6L]
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Appendix C
Case History Interview Guide
This case history guide was compiled prior to the selection ofprint providers used in the
completion of the case histories. The questions posed in the interview guide provided an
ideal interview situation (seen in Appendix D). The resultant case studies reflect a more
free-form interview in which the print provider and those involved in conducting the
interview engaged in conversation that was not focused specifically on the topics or






3. How many years has your company been in business?
4. How many years have you been in the digital business?
5. How many people does your company employ?







What are your current total yearly sales (US dollars)': O Less than $3 million
O $3 - 4.9 million
O $5 - 9.9 million
O $10 -24.9 million
O $25 - 49.9 million
O $50 - 99.9 million
O $ 1 00 million or over
8. What is your estimated Average Monthly Print Volume (AMPV)?
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Entering the Digital Market
1 . What are the primary digital print technologies currently in use at your company?








2. How long have you had your initial digital press? (years/months)
3. Is your business profitable? O Yes O No












Job Management and Tracking
Job Estimating
9. Does your shop use a PDF workflow? O Yes O No
Digital Infrastructure Investment
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This section is designed to gain an understanding of the dynamics and the evolution of
print shops.
1 . Since your initial investment in digital color printing, what equipment have you added to augment
your printed product offering?
Production
Investment



















** (Number ofoperators added to support incremental equipment. Usefractions ifappropriate; i.e., 0.25 people)
2. Why did you add additional printer technology? (mark all that apply)
? Customer demand
? Migration to longer run lengths
Q Internal decision to expand product mix to grow customer base
G Identification of new application in current customer base
? Synergy with digital color investment
? Other (specify):
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Added Value Services Investment
As part of the digital color investment, some firms have added additional services. This
section is designed to assess additional services that enhance the overall profitability of
digital printing, as well as the level of investment required to offer these services.














































** (Usefractions ifappropriate; i.e., 0.25 people.)
2. What were the primary reasons for adding additional services to your product mix?
(mark all that apply)
? Customer demand
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Q Internal decision to expand product mix to grow customer base
? Identification ofnew application in current customer base




The objective of this section is to build a profile of the primary markets served. This will
help us understand what types of applications are used for each device in the market
today.









2. What do you feel are the primary reasons clients do business with you?




Price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Print quality 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
The specific technology used 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Turnaround time 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Geographic approximation 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ease of doing business 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Dependability 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Unique capabilities I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Personalization I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Binding and finishing capabilities 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10































3 . What is your average length of relationship between you and your current clients? yrs.
4. Do you feel your clients have an awareness of print technologies for personalization?
O Yes O No
5. Rank the following digital color applications in order of importance to your overall business





















Entering the Digital Market
1 . What was the main reason your company entered the digital print market?
2. What was the make & model of your initial digital color press?
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3. What made you choose this press over any other?
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Integrating Products into the shop:
1 . Did you need to prepare your facility prior to installation? O Yes O No
2. Ifyes, what did you need to do to prepare your facility?
3. Did you add additional space to expand digital services? OYes O No
4. Ifyes, how many square feet? ft.
5. Did you hire additional people or re-deploy existing staff?
a) Number of new hires?
b) Number of people re-deployed?
c) How did annual labor costs change as you integrated to a digital business? By what
percent did they increase?
6. Did your sales staff receive training prior to the installation ofyour press? OYes O No
7. Ifyes, from who? (i.e. vendor or educational institute)
8. How many people received training and what are their functions?
9. Approximately how long was the training and how much did it cost per person?
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Customer Profile
The objective of this section is to build a profile of the primary markets served. This will
help us understand what types of applications are used for each device in the market
today.
6. What % ofyour digital color printing requires variable data?
What % of your revenue is from variable data applications?
What % ofyour print revenue was from variable data one year ago?
7. Do you have separate fees for variable data job preparation? O Yes O No
8. Ifyou answered yes, what do you charge for? (circle one)
a. Data base set up
b. Data cleansing
c. Number of records processed
d. Other:
9. Ifyou answered yes, did you charge these fees since you started printing variable data jobs?
O Yes O No
10. Ifyou answered no, what was your rationale behind starting to charge these fees later on?
How did your customers react to this?








This company focuses its offerings based on four principles: relevance, synergy,
efficiency, and validation. These four key concepts guide the company's work in all
forms ofmedia; its method of selling digital color requires that the company continues to
bring the customer value; this discourages customer complacency and insures that the
customer knows the value of the products received and has seen the results.
The president of the company began in equipment sales; he believes that the rejection
he experienced during his initial sales work was positive, as it allowed him to continually
absorb information about what worked during callbacks and what did not. He then started
a print brokering business that allowed him to create relationships with clients and other
print providers. In order to grow the print business, he focused on his relationships with
his clients and talked "belly to
belly"
with them in order to understand what print buying
improvements the clients wanted to see. In order to further his knowledge, he attended
print industry events and read industry publications; from these, he decided that digital
printing looked good on paper and that variable data was the next step in digital printing.
The company's early work was focused on pitch books (which were printed five a
minute on Canon's CLC 1 device) and black and white prospectus and bankruptcy work
(on Xerox's Docutechs). The company owned no "big steel"; all offset printing was
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managed through subcontractors. The company produced both black and white and color
at the same time, and waited for two years on a Heidelberg Quickmaster DI; the
Quickmaster was replaced by the faster Xerox iGen3. Printing devices are continually
evaluated for their speed and cost, and the equipment side continues to parallel the
services that the company offers.
The focus of the company is on keeping its distance from the label of "commodity"
while continuing to work closely with clients. This has opened new opportunities in
digital asset management (DAM), and strategic services; evolution is based on client
projections. Instead of calling itself a printing provider, the company is instead a "graphic
communications
agency."Clients are asked what new technologies they consider
important; the company is continually thinking forward in order to stay ahead of the
curve in both technology and customer relations.
Work in the company is divided among design, print production, mailing, fulfillment,
sales, and IT; print production is run in three shifts. The sales team consists of five people
(including the company's president); the customer service representatives (CSRs) allow
the salespeople to focus on generating new business.
According to the company's president, "advertising agencies need us; we don't need
them." Overall, the company has found that advertising agencies, overall, don't
understand variable data printing and education among advertising agencies is lacking.
One of the company's current jobs did, however, result from contact with an
advertising agency, which got the company's foot in the door with a large resort chain.
The client required extremely accurate personalization. The initial job was a welcome
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mailing designed to reduce cancellations ofvacations. Around 1000 reservations were
made per day, and each welcome mailing had around 700 variable fields. The campaign
resulted in an overall 2.4% reduction in cancellations; the goal of the campaign was to
reduce cancellations by 0.3%. The overwhelming success resulted in the addition of two
more programs, with another two to be added in the future.
Some of the company's other work has been in the financial sectorwith 401k
enrollment kits. These are highly personalized (down to the employee's salary); accuracy
remains very important. The goal of these enrollment kits is to create more participation
in an employer's 401k plans as well as to create an ongoing communications program.
Though the strength of the financial company's funds may be questionable, the
enrollment kits have resulted in a higher participation rate and better business.
The company's refusal to be labeled as a commodity has led it into new temtory as it
continues to provide sales and marketing communication. The business model is focused
on a value-added selling concept that allows the company to develop programs for its
clients that continue to produce new business. This company lacks strong advertising
agency relationships because, in its experience, the advertising agencies have not yet
been educated in the areas ofpersonalized communications and variable data; the
company works by going directly to the client and understanding the client's needs at the
present and in the future. The company's success has resulted from a combination of its




The second company interviewed is a recent addition to the digital printingmarket,
having just received its equipment (two Indigo 3000s) in late January 2003. The company
has ten owner/investors - primarily women - and it is a division of, but a separate
company than, a larger full service printer.
The company's business model is completely different than that of the company
studied in the first case history; because of its relationship with the full service printer,
this company uses the full service printer's sales force in order to obtain new customers.
In addition, the company can bring new sales to the full service printer because of their
relationship. The company's president says that "we could not have any success without
[the full service company's]
sales."
The relationship, apparently, has paid off; the company made its first profit in April
of 2003. Its clients consist ofFortune 500 companies: advertising agencies,
pharmaceutical companies, the entertainment industry, and cosmetic companies. The
company pays all of its overhead charges
- which are steep - butmakes use of the full
service printer's mailing, bindery, and finishing departments.
When the company first receives a new client, they determine how the client's
documents are to be produced; in most cases, the choice is digital, as the president of the
company is seeing a "rapid digital ramp
up"in terms of use of the technology. The
company's work has been involved both in producing standard documents on the Indigo
as well as variable data documents (including documents that involve language
variables). The president believes that "the more you control the data [for variable data
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printing], the better offyou
are." In April, the company produced 300,000 pages; each
page is priced according to the number of colors on the page. Because of this, high
volume black and white work is done competitively with devices such as the Xerox
Docutech. The input and output stacking modules on the Indigo are what limit the
company's production, as the paper supply and output stacker can only hold 3,000 sheets.
The company has eight employees presently; the privately owned full service
company is a $50 million a year printer. The company's cmrent small size and short
history are giving it a new perspective on the variable data and digital color market. Most
of its current work involves short runs for advertising agencies; the company is also
working on promoting its quality and variable technology through a series of ads.
101
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